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Upcoming Events
Spring Equinox Ritual and Celebration
th

Spring Equinox and our

Goddess Don

Sunday 25 March from 12 noon.
Celebrating the Spring Equinox, and marking
the passing of winter.

Beltane – Ritual and Celebration
Saturday 5th May from 12 noon.
Join us to celebrate fertility, fire, and life.

Regular Groups
Deeper into the Craft –
the Soul Mirror of the Elements
Workshops covering Hermetic Witchcraft.
- with Brian Harrison. Tuesdays 2 pm from 19th
April to 5th June. £2 per session.

Traditional Arts and Craft Workshop
- with Lynne Harling. Mondays from 19th of
March 2 to 4 pm. All levels of ability are welcome,
from total beginner to advanced. Pay per session.

Kitchen Witchery – Starts 6th April
A new group where you can learn witchy ways,
share thoughts, ideas and experiences, make
things, grow things, and take part in practical
magic to create positive change. With Tammy.

Pagan Pathways – Talks, Discussion, Tues. 8pm
- 27th March: “From Inanna to Freya” (Jamie)
- 10th Apr: “Many Faces of Magic (Rachel)
- 24th Apr: “Connection to Place” (Margi & Rachel)

Shamanic Meditation Drum Group
- with Meranda Thompson. Last Wednesday of
each month 7-8.30 pm. Each session £4
(concessions available).

To book your place on the above events
please ring the Airy Fairy shop on 0114
2492090

The Don at Sprotborough, South Yorkshire
The goddess of this festival is Don - an ancient Goddess found
here in our landscape in the swirls and eddies and raging
currents of our River Don. Doncaster is named after her. We are
children of the Don - children of the Tuatha da Danan.
Her source is high up in the Pennines - where clouds meet earth,
where winds beat and batter our landscape. In our wheel she is
in the East - the place of air, and her energy is dynamic. She
sweeps away the old and brings in the new. Although in the
Mabinogion she is seen as a Mother Goddess, all Goddesses
have all aspects of the Divine feminine within them, and on our
wheel she is the young and strident maiden who is full of new
ideas. She is vibrant and alive. She is the breath of life itself. Her
head is often up in the clouds full of new ideas and inspiration.
The ancient Goddess Don has her sacred celestial place echoed
in the constellation of Llys Don or court of Don. So important was
she to our ancestors that the whole universe was her court. In
her maiden aspect the Goddess Don is centre of the universe
here on earth. Burgeoning life, plants, flowers, trees, new birth
are evident at the time of year that we celebrate our Goddess
Don as maiden of air.
Join our Sheffield Goddess Temple
Melissas between 12:30 and 1:30 pm,
Monday to Saturday, to experience
these seasonal energies in quiet
contemplation.
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The English Easter Goddess
Where does the modern English word “Easter”
come from? Its root is the Old English term
“Ēastre”, which is the name of a genuinely old (i.e.
pre-8th century CE, and pre-Christian) English
(Anglo-Saxon) Goddess of Spring. We know this,
because Bede - an 8th century English monk - wrote
about it. He referred to Ēastre “in his 8th-century
work The Reckoning of Time, where Bede states
that during Ēosturmōnaþ (the equivalent of April),
pagan Anglo-Saxons had held feasts in Ēostre's
honour, but that this tradition had died out by his
time, replaced by the Christian Paschal month, a
celebration of the resurrection of Jesus.” 1
The goddess Ēastre was known not just to the early
English, but to many north European Germanic
tribes. As these tribes spread across north-central
and north-western Europe, the goddess’s name
changed slightly in line with changes in languages.
In Yorkshire for example Ēastre was pronounced
Ēostre in line with the local northern English (or
Northumbrian) dialect, whilst in Old High German
the same Spring fertility goddess was known as
Ostara. 1
Although Bede gives us no details of exactly how
the pagan English celebrated the glories of new life,
births, and growth which are the generous gifts of
the Spring Goddess, any nature-based festivities
must surely have been much more inclusive and
wide-ranging than the narrowly male-centred
commemoration of the ‘resurrection’ of one man.
Bede does acknowledge that feasts were held to
honour the goddess. It is tempting to hope that a
lot more than eating went on at these pagan feasts
being held to fete the return of fertility, female as
well as male, and surely respecting plants and
animals too. Drinking, dancing, and procreation
‘spring’ to mind.
It does seem that the deeply felt pagan need to
honour and reverence female and animal nature, as
well as male, was never totally forgotten. The name
Ēastre has never been eliminated from our
calendar, so that at least the name of the English
Spring Goddess has continued to be honoured, even
if usually only unconsciously. More than this, the
broad based, inclusive, pagan nature of the Spring
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C4%92ostre

celebration has
kept forcing its
way back into our
consciousness and
festivities over the
centuries.
The association of
‘Easter’ with eggs,
rabbits and hares
for example, is
clearly not
Christian, but
marks our love of
both female and
animal fertility.
We do not know
whether or not
An Easter postcard from 1907
pre-8th century
English pagans honoured eggs and rabbits as part of
their Spring festivities, although it seems not
impossible that they might have done.2
It is recognising our natural impulse to do this today
that is important: “Some scholars have linked
customs and imagery involving hares to Ēostre and
the Norse goddess Freyja. Writing in 1972, John
Andrew Boyle cites commentary… that "Little else
[...] is known about [Ēostre], but it has been
suggested that her lights, as goddess of the dawn,
were carried by hares. And she certainly represented
spring fecundity, and love and carnal pleasure that
leads to fecundity." 3
It seems likely that the association of Ēostre and
Freya with hares and rabbits might be traceable no
further back than a brief resurgence of interest in
the goddess Freya in 17th century Denmark. But
what should matter to
pagans is not the
evidencing of ancient
practices, but celebrating
the insistent annual return
of goddess, human, and
yes rabbit fertility every
year 
2

However, although the Romans first brought rabbits to
Britain, they were not established in the wild here until
the mid to late 12th Century.
3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C4%92ostre#Hares_and_Freyja
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Making a Magic Wand
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Temple Melissas

The magic wand is an extension of your own
energy and is traditionally the length of your
forearm to the tip of your middle finger .Magic
wands also carry the energy of the tree from
which it is made, with different trees having
different properties. There is some debate
about whether a wand is a tool connected to
fire or to air, but of course it is connected to
all of the elements, and the Spring Equinox is
the most auspicious time to cut the branch for
your wand as the sap is rising and the energy
is very potent and vigorous. The Moon’s
relationship to water means that at the Full
moon the pull of the sap is at its highest.

Our Temple Melisssas are the people who hold
space in the Temple between 12.30 and 1.30 pm
every day, Monday to Saturday. It is a delightful job
to do. If you would like to be part of the Melissa
team please leave a message at Airy Fairy for Ann
Staniland or Brian Harrison.

The Temple on Facebook
In making the wand it is really important to
put your own energy into the wand and to put
some thought into what you might use it for.
This can impact on the type of wood that you
use. It might be used for healing, or for
invoking or calling in, or directing energy. It is
up to you whether or not you peel the bark
away, and indeed beautiful patterns can be
made by peeling away some of the bark in
places. You might want to carve symbols on
your wand or spirals. Spirals can be made from
copper wire or ribbon or drawn or etched into
the wood. Whatever feels best for you. Think
of the spirals travelling from the base to the
tip of the wand as this is the direction that the
energy will be travelling.
As a directional tool you might want to amplify
the energy of the wand by finishing it off with
a pointed crystal on the top, sticking or gluing
it into place. If not just whittle it to a tapered
end. Again if you want you can put a round
grounding stone at the base of the wand, or
decorate it with beads, feathers, whatever you
fancy. When you have finished your wand
bless it with the four elements 

For all the most up to date information on what is
going on at the temple, don’t forget to check out our
Facebook page which has all the latest news of
events, and photos of recent happenings.
https://www.facebook.com/SheffieldGoddessTemple/

Contact Sheffield Goddess
Temple Newsletter
To submit articles, news of relevant upcoming
events, or to make suggestions, please email us at:

temple@lovecat.com
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Goddesses of the
Northern Wheel
The Spring Equinox Goddess of our Northern
Wheel is Don – see the article on the front
page of this newsletter. The other Goddesses
on our Northern wheel are another three river
Goddesses, and four related to the cross
quarter festivals.
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Origins of Easter
The association of eggs with the Christian festival of
Easter, the celebration of the death and resurrection of
Christ, dates back to the early days of the Church.
However Christian customs connected with Easter Eggs
are to a great extent survivals or adaptations of more
ancient pagan practices because Easter was closely linked
with the pagan rites of spring.
The term ‘Easter’ originates from the name of the Anglo
Saxon Goddess of Dawn ‘Eostre’. As dawn signifies the
rebirth of the day, so Easter was associated with the
rebirth of spring. Pagan in origins Easter may be, but the
importance of spring is celebrated all over the world.
Eggs and Easter
For the earliest man the egg was a symbol of ‘fertility’,
‘rebirth’, ‘the beginning’, and it ties in quite naturally with
the festival of spring. The egg has its place in Egyptian
mythology where the Phoenix burns in its nest and is later
reborn from the egg that it left. Hindu scripture relates
that the world developed from an egg.

In addition to Don, other river Goddesses
are:
 Derwena, flows South; summer
Solstice/Litha. There are several rivers in
Britain named Derwent, which means ‘Oak
river’.
 Rhibelisama, flows West, Autumn
Equinox. The prefix ‘Rhi’ (as in Rhiannon,
Mor-ri-gan, Ard-Ri etc) means royal and
‘beli’ refers to the sun or to brightness.
 Edene, (Rivers Air/Ure and Eden), North,
Winter Solstice
The Goddesses of the cross quarter festivals
are:
 Bride, Imbolc, February the 1st, who is
Brigantia / Brighid in her maiden form.
 Nemetona - Beltane, May Day, Goddess
of the Nemeton or Sacred Grove.
 Gwenith – Lammas, Lugnasadh or
Yorkshire Day, August the 1st. Gwenith is
the Brittonic name for wheat, meaning
‘Blessed’ and ‘Golden’.
 Pen-Nain (Pennine) - Samhain, from the
Cumbric (Brittonic) language; Pen means
head (like our mountains Pen – Y – Ghent
and Pendle hill, also Penistone village),
and Nain means Grandmother.

The worship of ‘Eostre’, the Goddess of dawn was deeply
rooted in Germany and was brought to England by the
Saxons. With the rise in Christianity in Western Europe,
the church adapted many pagan customs to its own
purposes, and eggs as a symbol of new life came to
represent the Resurrection. Some Christians regarded an
egg as the symbol of the stone being rolled away from the
Holy Sepulchre.
Early Easter Traditions
Consecrated eggs were used by Christians in church
ceremonies until the 4th century, when eggs became
forbidden during Lent. However as spring was the peak
laying time for hens there was a glut of eggs. This led to
the practice of hard boiling and decorating them in bright
colours as gifts for children on Easter Sunday – the end of
the Lenten fasting. Prior to the Reformation, eggs were
blessed by the Church at Easter time.
Eggs as an Easter Gift
The earliest Easter Eggs were hen’s or duck’s eggs
decorated and painted in bright colours at home with
vegetable dye and charcoal. The 17th and 18th Centuries
saw the manufacture of egg shaped toys which were
given to children at this festival time. The Victorians had
cardboard, 'plush' and satin covered eggs filled with
Easter gifts and chocolates. Chocolate Easter eggs were
first made in Europe in the early 19th century, with
France and Germany taking the lead in this new artistic
confectionery. Some early eggs were solid, as the
technique for mass-producing moulded chocolate had not
yet been devised! 

